Cardiopulmonary Physical Therapy Journal seeks submission of original research reports for the January 2021 special issue on cardiopulmonary basic science and applied physiology. Submissions from new investigators, pre/post-doctoral students, and physical therapy students conducting research in these fields are strongly encouraged.

To indicate that your submitted manuscript is for the January 2021 special issue on basic science and applied physiology, please mention so in the cover letter. The deadline for submission is July 31st, 2020.

If you any have questions regarding your submission for this special issue and line of publication please, contact the associate editors Rich Severin (rsever5@uic.edu) and Alvaro Gurovich (agurovich@utep.edu). To learn more about this special issue and new publication line in the journal please read the clinical commentary "Putting the Physiology Back in Physiotherapy" by Severin and Gurovich.

Please submit your work here: https://www.editorialmanager.com/cptj/default.aspx #cvpPT #VitalsAreVITAL #CPTJ #physiology
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